Amazing experience at the bicycle´s country

Before departure
Since I started my master, I wanted to do an exchange after a previous experience on my bachelor. I choose TU Delft mainly due to its educational level. All processes were quite clear from KTH, always very helpful for any question I had.

Upon arrival
I arrived to the introduction day of Civil Faculty at TU Delft; they did several events to help people meeting each other. They explained everything related to its faculty, which is enormous.

Financials
I received an Erasmus grant (320€), which help me for my day-to-day expenses. Student accommodation has a similar price as Stockholm, around 400-500€. Prices are slightly lower than Sweden.

Accommodation
TU Delft put you in contact with DUWO, a student accommodation company. You have to pay them 200€ and they give several choices that are available. I was in a really nice student housing, close to university and city center, just 2 years old but a little bit pricey (500€).

University and studies
TU Delft and KTH are similar; they divide their studies on periods. As I thought, educational level at that university is splendid. I did a mix of courses, having classes on several faculties (Civil, TPM, and Aerospace).

Courses
I followed my track of transport; mainly I did courses of planning and optimization of public transport and airlines. In addition, two courses of Logistics and one elective of Economy that I found very interesting even if not totally related to my master.

City and country
Delft is a cute Dutch city, with student atmosphere. Some people say is like a small Amsterdam without its rowdiness. All people bike everywhere, it is the essential way of transportation inside the city. Its size allows going any point of the city on a reasonable time.

Leisure and social activities
They have an amazing space for sports and culture together, the amount of options was extensive for all type of interests.

Other recommendations and observations
If you have the choice of going to TU Delft, do not hesitate! You will not regret it.